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In 1976, Brendan Pelphrey wrote Lo, How I Love 
Thee!: Divine Love in Julian of Norwich as his 
dissertation at the University of Edinburgh. A 
current description of the book on Amazon calls it 
“the first published study of Julian’s theology and 
mysticism” and “the original study which helped 
give rise to ‘Juliana’ as we know it today.” 

The scholar later wrote a second book, Christ Our 
Mother, which laid out many of the same ideas in a 
shorter and simpler format. The title comes in part 
from Julian’s interpretation of her vision during her 
paralyzing illness, in which she saw Jesus on the 
cross surrounded by light. 

The Friends of Julian of Norwich, a spiritual 
community in Norwich dedicated to the 
mystic, noted in a description of a talk by Pelphrey 
on the subject: “Here [Julian] learned that God is not 
an angry judge; but, like a mother, has joyfully 

given us birth through the pain of the cross.” Julian herself wrote in Revelations of Divine Love: “As 
truly as God is our Father, so truly God is our Mother; and that shewed He in all.” 

Pelphrey says that there were two major schools of thought on Julian in the period during and after the 
publication of Lo, How I Love Thee!, both of which he believes to be incorrect. The first, favoured 
especially among Roman Catholic scholars, held that Julian was a Platonist who borrowed most of her 
ideas from earlier mystics such as Pseudo-Dionysius—all of whom were men. 

“I had set out to show that in fact, [Julian] not only didn’t borrow, she’s quite original, although not 
heretical,” Pelphrey says. “But at the same time…she was not saying things they thought she was 
saying.” 
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He levelled the same criticism at the second school of thought, which grew in popularity in the 1980s 
and ’90s. Scholars in this tradition viewed Julian as a kind of “feminist theologian, because of the image 
of Christ as Mother,” Pelphrey says. 

“Again, I think that was completely mistaken. You can’t make a 20th-century feminist…out of a 14th-
century mystic. You just can’t. And they weren’t paying much attention to what she actually wrote.” 

‘Let your suffering become redemptive suffering’ 

In Pelphrey’s own interpretation, despite Julian’s 
profound respect for the Roman Catholic church, her 
theology reflects Eastern Orthodox traditions more than 
it does Western forms of Christianity. That straddling of 
two traditions informs Pelphrey’s own faith journey: a 
Lutheran pastor at the time he wrote Lo, How I Love 
Thee!, it was only later that he converted to the Greek 
Orthodox Church. 

Julian’s view of God, Pelphrey says, duplicates the 
theology of the Byzantine Greek monk Gregory 
Palamas, though he is “quite sure” Julian did not know 
of Palamas or his writings. Specifically, Julian holds 
that God is present in everything that exists: all that was 
made is good, and therefore nothing God made is evil. 

In answering the question “Where does evil come 
from?”, Julian again takes what Pelphrey views as an 
Eastern perspective, popularized by mystics and 
theologians such as Gregory of Nyssa, that “evil does 
not have positive existence…evil in a sense doesn’t 
exist.” 

Evil, in this interpretation, is similar to a virus. 

“A virus isn’t alive, but it still infects,” Pelphrey says. Julian views evil as “a malevolent non-being, and 
what it does is take away your own existence. It brings you into nothingness.” 
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Countering evil is love, which Julian views as the inner relationship of the persons of the Holy Trinity. 
Where many Western theologians might view the Trinity as a mere afterthought, Pelphrey says, Julian 



was “heavily trinitarian” and believed that all three parts of the Trinity were involved in creation, 
incarnation and salvation. 

Pelphrey compares questions about how God could allow the suffering wrought by the COVID-19 
pandemic to debates throughout Christian history about the problem of evil. In Julian’s view, God is not 
remote from humanity, but experiences all the suffering of his creation. 

“God suffers in your suffering…. You think of neo-Platonic mysticism, which says God is beyond any 
emotion or feeling. [Julian] says no…. God suffers with and in us…. God did it quintessentially on the 
cross itself, where all the pain [of humanity was] taken on.” 

How, then, to cope with the suffering caused by COVID-19? In the struggle against the pandemic, 
Pelphrey believes this medieval English mystic can help Christians deepen their relationship with God. 

“Julian’s advice, I think, is very timely right now: Turn your suffering into his. Let yourself experience a 
bit of the cross. Let your suffering become redemptive suffering.” 

“Think of people who’ve gone into intensive care and are cheering up the nurses,” he adds. “I have 
actually seen people like that…. They let their illness be Christ’s suffering in them, and then because 
they’ve allowed that to happen, their suffering becomes redemption for people around them—cheering 
them up, saying, ‘Look, this isn’t the end of the whole world. Even if it were, God knows what he’s 
doing… You’re risking your life for me. What can I do for you?’” 
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